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is the personal contact which a faculty member makes in meetings
of his professional organizations. Be hears research papers read
which bring research up to the minute aad which nay be delayed in
publication a matter of several souths or years. 2vsm more impor
tant is the hind of informal contact which allows scholars to con
verse with each other on matters relating to their own field.
Shis la often the hind of professional talk which involves a kind
of preparation and understanding that no one else on a person*a
campus is qualified to deal with. This kind of contact gives the
faculty member a sense of pride and belonging and currency in his
profession which he cannot get without this type of professional
contact.
2. He has an obligation to disseminate the knowledge which he has
discovered in the course of his scholarly pursuits. This is dona
through classroom activity, through publication in journals, end
through the reading of papers in professional meetings, m the
latter function the scholar must be supported in order to be able
to travel to the appropriate masting place for the dissemination
of the results of his research. This brings credit to the univer
sity as well as to the scholar involved.
Geographically, Montana State University is about as isolated as a
university can be in terms of opportunity for professional contacts
for its faculty members in regular meetings of professional societies.
Therefore, the need for out-of-state professional travel funds is
greatest la Hontana, greater than— or at least as great as— in any
other university in any other state. The great bulk of professional
meetings are held east of the Mississippi. The result, of course, is
that universities located more atreteglcolly for professional purposes
can meet their obligations for out-of-state professional travel with
less dollars than can Montana State University.
Unfortunately, it seen® that Montana State University, as well as sains
other Rocky Mountain institutions, has been able to provide for the
need for out-of-state professional travel funds in inverse proportion
to the need. Where the need is greatest the supply of funds seems
least, for the active scholar it can truly be said that adequate
funds, at least for transportation, to professional meetings is every
bit as important a matter as adequate salaries. It la therefore
strongly urged that a concerted effort be made for substantial increase
in the amount of funds for out-of-state professional travel.
In order to remain an outstanding institution, Montana state University
■met maintain a faculty which is up-to-date in its various fields. It
must maintain a faculty whit* is active in research in its various
fields, neither on® of these functions can be met, either fully or
adequately, without adequate wstwy for out-of-state professional travel
on the part of faculty members.
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C. Capital Equipmentj Funds for the acquisition of capital equipment
have bean so negligible as to be nearly non-existent In the various
Instructional dapcrtaante la the College of Arts and Sciences. Thin
situation cannot long continue If these departaants are to be expected
to maintain the excellence of instruction of which they are capable.
Special reference is invited to the statement of needs in this area
in the various departmental annual reports.
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.QiffArtT'-I.-.T OF BOTANY
Professor Heubon A. Diettert, Chairman
For the past several years I began my annual report with the general state
ment that the teaching loads in tho department continue to be heavy, and, that
in spite of this, lock of space, and Inadequate equipment, the quality of teaching
of our staff continues to be excellent ami a considerable amount of research is
being carried on by the staff as a whole. This year the sane statement can bo
made but with greater e sphaais. I also stated last year "that tho botany depart
ment io now ready to embark on a new era of progress, provided we are given the
support necessary to move ahead, l.e will begin the school year this fall with a
predominantly new and young staff. These m m have all ted sound training in
botany in general and have had training in their special fields from outstaying
■on in tho higher-ranked universities of tho country. In addition, those men are
energetic and filled vith enthusiasm to do good work. It is up to us to provide
for then the facilities conducive to good work and thus create in thorn a desire
to remain hero".
I a a happy to state that the performance of these men (Stein, Howard, Gordon
a m Habcck) has exceeded our expectations ami that I was correct in tte statement
that w "are now ready to embark on a new era of progress", etc. Hot,over, I would
be far from accurate if I stated that we had provided for than the facilities
conducive to rood work. To verify this you need only to compare our budget and
teaching leads with those of other sim ilar departaants on the caapus. I believe a
recant study by Dean Coonrod shewed that otr department had the highest student
credit and contact load par staff meeker and the lowest cost of any science
department and oven lower than most non-science departments, in tte Collage of
Arts and Sciences. This is not so because we lave not needed a larger budget but
because our requirements have nevor boon riven the consideration they needed.
This goes back to several previous actainistrations, and the backlog of insufficient
budgets for the department has acowaulntod to the point where something has to be
done to correct this situation.
v;o are not proud of the fact that our operating coots have boon lower than
those of other departments} on tte contrary, we are quite unhappy about it. As
you already know Mr. Howard, who we believe would have become an outstanding
permanent neater of oi_r staff loft us bocause of the far too inadequate salary he
was receiving. Also tho consideration vhich Dr. 3tedn received in our estimation
was unronoomblo and some corrective afitter should be taken inraediately if wo are
to retain him an our staff.
'vniA^ j w
Furthermore, our oxpplics have diminished to tho extent that it vd.ll be
difficult to provide adequate materials for the increasingly greater nuaber of
students wo have to take care of without an increased budget. Also our capital
equipment 'mo reached tho stage where a greet deal of it nooda repairs or replace
ments.
u far as spaco io concerned this will be adequate when Microbiology and Zoology
move into tho new building. However, we will not be able to make very efficient
use of much of it until tte changes are made which we requested nearly a year ago.
Tils v.ork need not all bo done ianediately but we hope some of It can bo done
before tho opening of tho Fall quarter.
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From what I have said thus for in this report it may seen as if we are
completely dissatisfied with what lias taken place during thB past year and that
we have not accomplished anything* This is not the ease* As stated at the
beginning we have done an excellent job of teaching even though handicapped by
heavier teaching loads than desirable, lack of space, materials and equipment.
I feel that vlth adequate support we can become one of the strongest departments
on the Carpus. Knowledge of thB fundamental principles of biology is an
essential part of the training of every student* This information, I believe,
we have provided successfully in the various courses we offer. Furthermore,
Western 'Jontana is unique in that it is one of the few areas left in this country
which has numerous available research projects, both pwre and applied* Drs*
Gordon, hfebeck. Harvey, Proeee and I could carry out and direct projects in our
fields of specialization provided adequate support is forthecming.
Dr. Glossin and )r* Stein have both been conducting outstanding research
in their respective fields of Physiology and Cytology and their contributions
have been recognized internatlcnkily*
The work of Dr. Chocsin ins been supported by a U. S. Public Health Grant
totalling over 816,000 for the past year* Ha has published the following during
this periodi
1* Phoiodynamic inactivation of infectious nucleic acid.
Science 132*1860-1541. I960.
2* A photoravereible effect of ultraviolet light on chloroplasts.
Proc. 3rd Int. Pbotobiological Congress. I960.
. vith J. G. Dyson. Virus-induced leaf abscission.
Phytopathology 51*195. i960.
4.

1th Irene iaisaens. Cactus virus in the United States.
(Submitted for publication, 1961)

Dr* Stein’s research grants totalled 219,378 for the past year — $13*698
from the Atcmie inergy Ccriaisolan and 25,700 from Rational Science Foundation.
With the latter grant a growth chamber was purchased and installed in the base
ment of the Woman*s Center Building. The following papers wore published by
Dr. Stela during the year*
1. Stein, Otto L. and »iann B. Stein
Tho growth of tf'o atesa tip of KalanchoS "Brilliant Star".
A or. Jour. Bob, 47*132-140* I960
2.

toin, Otto L., 3. .. ‘timber, H. uastler arxi D. R. iffiber.
Analysis of Tritium Incorporation into Individual Colls by
Autoradiography of Squash Preparation.
Jour of Biophysics Hiochcra. Cytol. 8*327-331. 1961
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X should add that Dr# Chassis's and Dr* Stein's grants have provided for
the University peraansnt equipment valued considerably in excess of thoir salaries#
For a nurnber of year* new this has bean the only means of obtaining equipment#
;:*# Gordon, in addition to a rather heavy teachi: g load, has carried on an
energetic rasenrch rrogras on ,totro4orma and other forest tree diseases, aided
by a -i?o5 grant A n a the 0. 3« Forest Service# He Hit'lt being employed by the
U.3.F.5. this auaaer to continue this work* He published one paper on the
'liorphology and host range of a subterranean member of tte Hellolacoee".
Phytopat::dory 50» I960,
Or* fbbeek demonstrated his ability as a teacher In tte courses In Biological
Science, General Botany and Plant Eoology. In addition ho has carried on an
intensive research program and published several papers#
1* Tree-caching behavior in tho gray squirrel.
Jour, Mammalogy hit 125-126. 160.
2#

inter door .activity in the white aedfir s\^nmp of Northern Visoonsin#
Ecology a »32?-333. I960.

3. Tic original vegetation of tte mid-.illanette Valley Oregon
iorthwest Science 35*65-77, 1961.
Drs# Harvey and Preeee tevo continued with research in some aspects of
plant taxonomy. Both of them have had heavy teaching assignments.
In ad ition to eareylng a rather heavy teaching load and a vigorous research
program all members of tte department have contributed materially in services to
the etato and community. Seem of these activities include work on various ecranitteoe, talks to high school science classes and teachers and to service clubs,
judging st science fairs, identification of plant diseases, fungi ani otter plants
and talks to garden dubs. Several members of tte staff have also attended ani
participated in scientific mootings at various places in this country and abroad.
In addition to teaching my course in Plant Morphology throughout the year
and serving a3 departmental chairman, I have been engaged in the work of mterous
committees and other activities. These include,
(1) Salaries It Promotions Cormitteo (Chairman)
(2) State Science Curriculum Committe
(3) Science Fair Committee (Ckaiman)
(4) Director of the State Science Fair
(5) Hational Science Fair Council
(6) Montana High School Association Science Fair Ccraaittee
(7) Board of Directors of Northwest Scientific Association
(8) Science Teaching Inprovonsnt Coaaittoe of the Northwest Scientific Association
(9) Montana representative on tte Northwest Scientific Associationon aid to
Highway Departments in supplying scientific lnforr.; ticnfbr tourists
(10) Biological Station i&secutive Ccnaittee
(11) Curriculum Ccraaittoe

(12) Ccmmitto* for selection of Graduate students for N.S.F. cooperative grants
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(13) Co :.ii toe on K. S. F. Soonr Institute for High School Biology Teachsrs
(It) CaxdLtse for Master*c degree pro/Tan in Teaching of Biological cienco.
This spring I judgod at Science fairs in Deer Lodge, Helena and Choteau, and
participated in a science fair workshop conference in Kalispell last December.
I also participated in a science workshop conference In Seattle in Kay sponsored
by Science Service of 'Washington, D. C., and as a member of the Science Fair
Council worked on -Taking arringenionts for the National Science Pair to be held
in Seattle next year.
I have just completed five years as C!-airman of the department and I fool that
with tho combined efforts of the entire staff vast laprovcnenta in tie functions
and activities of tho department have been xaade.
As you may realize qy duties and problems as chaiman have boon greatly
increased and somswhRt ccmpHcitsd with the addition of tho Microbiology curricu
lum to tiio department* This, along with tl» loss of one staff member in botany
will present sens difficult problems, particularly with tho prospects of increased
enrollments in our botany courses. As a whole our problems and noeds remain
essentially the same as stated in last year1s annual report vdth the exception
that moot cf them will bo amplified. I therefore would like to refer you to
last ysar*s report dealing with the development end improvement of tho department.
Also, since our report to the Steering Committee for the development of a
University Master Plan deals with some of these matters in greater detail and
more specifically with 3coo items, I am including a copy of that report with this
for your convenience. You will noto, as I indicated elsewhere, that there has
been a vary decided upward trend in enrollment, but increase in staff and budget
far supplies, capital equijraont, library, part-tdne help, etc. does not coincide
with

BOTANY DEPARTMENT STUDY FCK
UNIVERSITY MASTER PLAN
R. A. Diettert, Chairman

History and present status of objectives of Botany Department,

A, History
During the early days of Montana State University (1893-1908),
instruction in botany was provided by the Department of Biology,
which also included course work in zoology. The objectives of the
Department of Biology at the turn of the century were to provide
biological course work for the liberal-arts majors and to train those
students interested in teaching biology in secondary schools. The
raison d1etre of the Department of Biology, as envisioned by the
faculty of the department, is stated in the school bulletin for
1898-1899:
"The aim of the department is to bring the
student into direct contact with the truths of
nature. To do this there are lectures and recita
tions to give broad and general views, while in
the laboratory each student is taught to get facts
for himself first hand."
It is perhaps interesting to point out that although it may be
thought that this statement of departmental objectives is somewhat
ethereal, it nevertheless embodies the basic goals of education, and
is as true today as it was in 1898. During these early times the
undergraduate student was the primary concern of the Department of
Biology and the University as well.
The statement of department functions and objectives was revised
in the school bulletin for 1907 -19 08 :
"The fundamental idea in carrying on the
work of the department is to develop the mental
faculties of the students and give them a general
knowledge of the laws controlling living organisms".
This statement is somewhat more tangible than the first statement
and has a stronger implication of "teaching students biology".
When Dr. J.E. Kirkwood (a trained botanist) was added to the
staff in September of 1909> the objectives of the Department of
Biology were conspicuously changed. Dr. Kirkwood championed success
fully the establishment of a specialized curriculum for foresters.
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The department officially became the Department of Biology and Forestry.
A short course (three months/year) in forestry was offered by this
department during the winters of 1910 to 1913* Under the influence of
Dr. Kirkwood the number of courses in botany was greatly increased, and
in 1911 a Department of Botany and Forestry was formed. The great
popularity of the forestry courses prompted Dr. Kirkwood to champion a
new objective, the establishment of a School of Forestry on the Montana
State University campus. As long as the instruction of forestry was a
function of this department, the objectives of the Department of Botany
and Forestry were clear cut and well defined: the teaching of applied
botany to foresters. In 1913 the School of Forestry, with its own
faculty, was established, and the teaching of forestry was transferred
to that school. The faculty and curriculum which survived this change
became organized into the Department of Botany as it is today. It was
at this time that the Department of Botany became a "service department"
of the School of Forestry, and this has continued to the present time.
In the school bulletin for 1914-1915, the first special mention of
the opportunities of graduate work in botany is made. The geographical
location of the University became a prime asset in attracting students
to the botany department. Dr. Kirkwood was particularly aware of the
need for basic botanical studies (as opposed to applied research) of the
vegetation in western Montana, and he emphasized this need on countless
occasions.
At about this time (1915), the Department of Botany initiated a
schedule of summer school courses. This was primarily intended for
public school teachers who could return to the University campus and
take additional work in botany to aid them in their teaching.
On Feb. 1, 1916, Dr. Kirkwood wrote to Dr. E. C. Elliott, then
Chancellor of the University of Montana, outlining the activities and
functions of the Department of Botany:
"The program under which -we have been -working and
which, with your approval, we will continue to develop
is about as follows:
1.
II.

Class work in the regular and special courses.
Function of the Botanical Department in a broader
sense:
1. Standardize high-school courses in botany.
Development of a high-school course as good
as possible from a cultural and vocational
standpoint. Correlation as far as possible
with University courses.
2. Help nature study in the graded schools,, By
means of summer courses for teachers. By
publication of simple lessons on native
plants. By assistance in the identification
of native plants and the making of school
collections.
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3. Plant life of the state; Investigation
in its educational and economic aspects.
Publications of bulletins. Working
toward a definite state survey."
In this same letter Kirkwood also outlines the needs of the department,
which involve more space and the need for a greenhouse. In his conclud
ing statements in this letter Kirkwood states:
"In a broader sense the work of the Department of Botany in
this institution seems to me important, evident and very clearly
defined. I hope we can measure up to the opportunity. While
our first responsibility I conceive to be our duty to the students
who come to us, yet in a state where agriculture, lumbering,
forestry and grazing are leading occupations there seems to be
ample reason why the people at large should appreciate the nature,
the extent and the means of conservation of resources upon which
these occupations depend. There seems to be a growing interest
in the plant life of the state, and we hope to be able to help
effectively and in the right direction.
"We believe that the University here should be the logical
center of botanical interest in the northern Rocky Mountain country.
From this institution should come the direction of a phytogeographical survey of the state. We hope to have a bill introduced into
the next legislature establishing the Office of State Botanist
and making the head of the Department at Missoula the incumbent."
In the school bulletin for 1917-1918, the objectives of the Department of
Botany are described in these terms:
"The Department of Botany offers both cultural and
professional courses of study. The cultural aspects
of botany are presented in several subjects which
provide a general treatment of botany in its relation
to human welfare."
The course work mentioned in this statement, however, (Botany ISabc,
Botany in Relation to Human Welfare) never received official approval,
and thus was not offered. Additional information in this bulletin
indicates that course work specially designed for biology teachers,
students of forestry and pharmacy was offered by the department.
At this time, the objectives of the Department of Botany were to provide
basic botany to students in other related professional fields, particularly
forestry.
In the bulletin for 1920, a clear differentiation in course offer
ings is made. The courses in botany were grouped into those for under
graduate students, those for both undergraduate and graduate students, and
those for graduate students only. The number of botany courses increased
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during the 1920’s, but many of these were established at the request
of the School of Forestry. The demand for more advanced courses in
botany was brought about by the increased number of graduate students
in botany and forestry,
Kirkwood felt that it was nearly a moral obligation of the Depart
ment of Botany to show leadership in the area of the solving of botan
ical problems in the northern Rocky Mountains. He also took the leader
ship in developing new methods of biology teaching in high schools,
starting with improving the education of biology teachers. With
Kirkwood at its head, the Department of Botany was the guiding hand
for the development of a research and investigative atmosphere on
the Montana State University campus.
During the next two decades (1930-1950), additional courses in
botany were established, and the faculty was enlarged. The addition
of new facilities, such as the greenhouse, provide opportunities for
a wider scope in teaching and research. Enrollments increased during
these years, as a result of post-war conditions, particularly in the
School of Forestry, which caused tte Department of Botany to devote
much of its time and effort to tte instruction of undergraduate
courses. During these two decades there are no statements of depart
ment objectives or goals, although it was especially pointed out in
the bulletins that tte geographical location of the school provided
wonderful opportunities for graduate research in botany. Tte number
of graduate students working on Master's Degrees in botany shewed a
gradual increase.
In the 1957-1958 Guidebook, an elaborate discussion of botany
as a field of study is presented. It is pointed out that many profes
sional biological positions require a strong understanding of basic
botanical principles. The opportunities for professional botanists
are also discussed. Tte main task of the Department of Botany at
this time was to provide basic botanical training for forestry,
pharmacy and liberal arts students, with increased instruction devoted
to graduate students in botany and forestry.
The 1959-60 Guidebook includes under the description of botany
a statorient which is very similar to the statement made in 1898:
"The study of plants provides any education person
with a better understanding of his environment and a
greater comprehension of general biological principles".
The basic goals of the Department of Botany have not changed since
it and the University were founded...."to bring tte student into
direct contact with the truths of nature". These goals held for both
graduate and undergraduate training,. It is the feeling of the
Department of Botany that the level of instruction in the truths of
nature have reached the point where it can award a trained student the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Botany. It is hoped that this
aspect of our graduate program will soon materialize and not be
unnecessarily delayed.
Research in basic botany must be expanded
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on all levels involving both students and faculty. In order to
encourage independent study properly in our students, the teacher
must himself be a student.
Bc Present Status of Objectives.
The objectives of the department were restated in 1959, following
a restudy by the department staff of its curriculum, as (a) to do the
best job possible in teaching at the undergraduate level, (b) to offer
as much graduate training as possible in consideration of competence
of staff, the facilities of the department and the budget (c) to engage
in staff research to the fullest extent of available time and facilities
and (d) to engage in service to the University, community and State and
our profession to the fullest extent of available time, facilities, and
training and competence of the staff.
The staff feels that it is doing a good job as far as (a) is
concerned; basing its judgement on the performance of its majors in
graduate schools of other institutions and on the success of stiidents
it has helped train in other fields. Success in objectives b, c and
4, has been moderately good considering the limitations of time and
facilities.

So
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II.

Present Programs and Activities
A.

On-campus

1. Enrollment trends, fall 1950-fall I960, undergraduate and graduate.
Aut.

W

221

320

851

844

492-2236

170

181

268

726

765

443-1940

139

150

130

194

660

678

364-1662

51

175

163

134

247

808

741

422-1930

39

65

232

217

171

321

1090

777

553-2359

1955-56 40

93

256

216

176

440

1234

849

605-2699

1956-57 78

97

226

298

278

457

1079

1072

699-2886

1957-58 42

99

224

234

155

459

1075

857

599-2546

1958-59 96

147

331

316

327

661

1560

1127

890-3675

1959-60 105

183

319

301

333

851

1435

1054

908-3673

1960-61

274

313

326

225 1080

1398

1222

967-3925

Su

S

Aut.

w.

1950-51 47

68

190

187

1951-52 46

57

170

1952-53 32

43

1953-54 33
1954-55

Year

54

Su

S

Totals
Stud-Cr.H:

Enrollment Trends - Credit Hours
1.

Undergraduate Courses (Fresh & Soph =Botany 111, 112, 121, 122, 123, 130, 225)

Year
1950 1951
Cr.-Hour 1285

1952
1059

1953 1954
904 1481

1955 1956
1973 1937

1957 1958 1959 I960
1754 1987 2484 2744

1953 1954 1955 1956
19
36
12
n

1957 1958 1959 I960
49 128
126
86

2. Graduate Courses only:
Year
1950 1951
Cr.-Hour 8
3.

1952
17

Courses taken by both undergrads and graduate students:

Year
1950 1951
Cr.-Hour 889

1952 1953 1954 1955 1956
783 611
569
550 691

1957 1958 1959 I960
1027
779 1025 972

NJO1
V

S'

N
O
o
o

o

O

o

o
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2.

Instruction Programs
a.

Undergraduate (1) Areas of concentration offered: - The department offers a
Bachelors of Arts and a Bachelors of Science in Botany*
(2) Nature of requirements for concentration: 45 or more
credits in botany including Botany 121, 122, 123 , 225 , 355 , 385,
386j 3 cr of 491, 2-6 cr from the following: 329, 339, 349, 359,
369, 379j and the remaining credits from two of three following
groups: (1) 325, 327, 334, 335, 337; (2) 341, 343, 345, 370,375;
(3) 361, 363 , 365, 366, 368 , 464 , 465* In addition Zoology
104, 105; Microbiology 200 and Chemistry 101, 102, 160 or 121,
122, 123.
(3) Nature of requirements for distribution: physical educa
tion 6 quarters; freshman composition, 3 quarters: foreign
language, 5 quarters ( French or German preferred;; 12 credits
from Anthropology, Economics, Geography, History, Political
Science, and Sociology; and 12 credits from English Literature
courses, Foreign Languages, Philosophy, Psychology and Religion.
(4) Strengths and limitations: Records made by our majors and
by students from other fields, which we have helped train, indi
cate that the undergraduate curriculum has been successful. The
tremendous changes taking place in the field of botany and the
increasing emphasis on chemical, physical and mathematical treat
ment of botanical problems will require continuous evaluation
of the department's curriculum to maintain these results. The
well qualified staff has made the present reputation possible.
The greatest weaknesses of the present program are the lack of
adequate space and equipment and to some extent staff necessary
to give the required quality and number of upper division courses
to maintain this reputation.

b„ Graduate
(1) Degrees offered: Master of Science and Master of Arts in
Botany.

(2) Nature of available curricula: The master's degree can be
taken with concentration in one of the following areas of botany:
Anatomy, Cytology, Ecology, Morphology, Mycology, Physiology,
Forest Pathology, and Tajeonomy.
(3)

Facilities for:

Research: Except for cytology and physiology these can best
be described as fair. The former areas, due to outside research
grants to staff members in these fields, are at least well equipped.
(4)

Advising: All department degree candidates are advised by

?3
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the departmental chairman. The individual student's program
and thesis is under the direction of the staff nember in his
field of concentration and two additional committee members,
one of whcfoi is usually from another department. The complete
staff passes on each student's program.
(5) Strengths and limitations: The greatest strength of the
graduate program is demonstrated or potential high research
apabilities of the staff. In addition the strong interest of
the staff in training graduate students is of great value to
this program. Research results are of high quality in cytology
and physiology due to grant support. Research of the same
potential could be done in other fields except for the limitations
noted.
The staff has been hampered in both graduate training and
research, except as noted above, due to lack of adequate space,
equipment, and time. All have been hampered by lack of facili
ties, library materials aid time. Ecology, Mycology, Forest
Pathology and Taxonomy are limited by lack of time and support
for field work in addition to the above. The first and last
of these, as well as the other areas of botany to a certain
extent, in addition are limited by the lack of an adequate
herbarium. Lack of adequate greenhouse and garden facilities
likewise limits w r k in all these fields. Some additional
staff in unrepresented areas of botany would strengthen the
program, e. g., a palynologist.
3. Research:
a.

Sponsored:
(1) Dr. Chessin's research on viruses is sponsored by the United
States Public Health Service.
(2) Dr. Gordon's research on needle cast fungi of conifers is
sponsored by the United States Forest Service.
(3) Dr. Stein's research on the effects of radiation on the
developmental morphology of plants is sponsored by the United
States Atomic Energy Commission and National Science Foundation.

4.

b.

State-supported: Except for the contribution of staff time and
some University facilities and equipment there is no state-supported
research in the department. Drs. Harvey, Preece, and Stein have
had University research funds in the past.

c.

Other: All the staff have research projects to which they contrib
ute, in part, their own time and money.

Service: The department offers considerable technical advice and help
to staff and graduate students in particular to those in the School of
Forestry, and in the teaching of biology and wild life technology
curricula. The State Science Fair is under the Directorship of Dr.
Diettert and the staff contributes considerable time and effor t to it.
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The staff is or has participated in the following faculty or
administrative committees: Campus Planning Committee, Radiation
Hazards Committee, Biological Station Executive Committee, Inter
scholastic Committee, Appointments and Promotions, Honors Program
Committee, Budget and Policy Committee.
B.

Off-campus
1.

Teaching - none

2. Other services
Talks to interested garden clubs and other such organizations,
Judging in District Science Fairs, Advice to Science Fair participants
and officials. Advice to government agencies and personnel and other
individuals on botanical problems, Montana Academy of Sciences Executive
Office, Western Montana Committee for Radiation Information. Service
on Council of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Service to other national and regional (Northwest Science, Montana
Academy of Science) professional organizations. Identification of plants
and plant diseases and garden problems. Montana Academy of Sciences National Science Foundation lecture program. Sigma Xi exchange lecture
ship with Montana State College State Science Curriculum. Montana
High School Association, Science Fair Committee, National Science Fair
Council.

III. Projections and recommendations for the future.
A. Prospective impact on programs of foreseeable developments outside
the State.
1.

Scientific.

The impact of the American Institute of Biological Sciences Curric
ulum Study will undoubtedly have a profound effect cn the teaching of
high school biology and thus indirectly on the college training of
biology teachers. A similar study is in prospect by the Botanical
Society of America on the teaching of Botany. Its effect will also be
felt on college botany departments. The growth of the field of botany
and the increasing emphasis on chemical and physical aspects of botani
cal problems and the use of the Mathematical approach to these problems
will materially influence all future programs in botany. The tremendous
growth of science in general and the increasing demand for the solution
of human problems using the scientific approach will also influence this
field. The scientific knowledge that will be needed by citizens in
order to decide with intelligence such problems will also result in
demands for increased training in science. The increase in the popula
tion of the world and the resultant increased demand for more efficient
use of the earth and its vegetation, particularly the latter, will
certainly result in a greater demand for people with the requisite
botanical training. The apparent increase in Federal aid to education
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increased reseach grant money from such agencies as the U. S. Public
Health Service, Atomic Energy Commission, National Science Foundation
should increase this knowledge also. Pollution problems will also
increase the demand for trained biologists. Increased demand for train
ing by out of state students,
B,

Prospective state and local developments with impact on programs,
including prospective enrollments.
1, Prospective enrollment from instate students will undoubtedly increase
and result in increased demand for training in botany. See enrollment
trends.
2. The increased urbanization of the Missoula Valley will increase the
cost of field trips which will have to be made to greater distances than
now. The increased use of land in Montana as a whole will result in an
increasing demand for the solution of the problems raised in attempting
to use this land efficiently. The problem of the poor tax base of the
State will have profound effect on the solutions of problems raised in
attempting to carry out the department's problems.

C.

Proposed program developments.
1.

Undergraduate curriculum:
a. The department feels that all general botany courses should be
combined into one, three quarter course of 5 credits per quarter.
This course should be set up in such a way that it would cover all
areas of botany rather thoroughly and be organized and taught in
such a manner thatj first, non-^najors will have sound understanding
of the various aspects of biological principles and problems, and
secondly, that the majors and those in related fields will have
acquired frcsn it a sound basis on which to pursue advanced work in
any areas of botany.
b. It is felt that offerings in the areas of plant physiology,
ecology, mycology and cytology should be increased and that the
course in morphology might be revised.

2.

Graduate curriculum:
a. The Master's degree program should be strengthened by (l) better
deliniation and supervision of research problems; (2 ) restriction of
these problems to those which can be meaningfully completed in two
years; (3) adding a few courses at the graduate level to broaden the
training of Master's candidates, e. g., palynology or paleobotany;
(4) ensure that the candidate does not lose touch with the overall
view of botany by means of seminars, etc0
b. The department has felt for several years that we are ideally
situated in Western Montana to give a doctoral degree in those aspects
of botany which could make use of the varied vegetation found here.

&
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3.

Research
The following areas of research are those best suited to
this area and are either being worked on by the staff or will be
during the next five years: Ecology - description of the
forest communities of Western Montana. Effects of various factors
on the distribution of those communities.
Morphology - developmental studies of Western Montana Plants.
Genetical and cytological gradients of plants in relation to altitudinal distribution.
Mycology - Conifer needle-cast and blight fungi life history studies.
Taxonomy and life history studies of native fungi.
Physiology - Germination and dormancy studies on native plants.
Conifer nutrition studies.
Taxonomy - Phytogeographic studies of the arctic-alpine vegetation
in Western Montana. Floristic and cyto-taxonomic studies of native
species.

4.

Service
The department has long felt a desire and has had considerable
demand for an adult education course in what might be called general
botanical information. This course will be useful to gardeners and/or
those interested in the wild flowers of which there are many in this
community.

D.

Anticipated requirements.
1.

Buildings a. additions - The greatest need is for the tripling of greenhouse
space for teaching and research and a small (I0 'x20 ‘) tool shedlaboratory building at the research garden.
b. modifications - detailed plans for the modification of the
Natural Science Building have been sent to the Administrate on. If
these modifications are completed we should have adequate useable
space for the next five years. The present arrangement of the
space in the building is very poor.

2. Equipment
a. The department is very poorly equipped for teaching at the
upper division and graduate level. We are not mere than barely
adequate for lower division courses. Greatest need is for
steroscopic and research type microscopes. Next would be projec
tors, microtomes and various ancillary equipment. Herbarium cases
are badly needed Both for cryptogam and phanerogam collections.

n

If a paleobotanist is added cases for collections in this field would
be needed. Equipment budgets should be adequate and consistent to make
intelligent planning for the acquisition of expensive equipment possible.
At the present time the only possible way to get equipment needed for
advanced courses is on research grants. This is neither an adeauate nor
a valid way to procure it.
b.

Library resources.

We have a very inadequate library budget. It should be increased
at least to $1500 per year. Botanical information is increasing
tremendously and we are not adequately keeping up with it. There is
in addition a large backlog of needs.
Facility -

a. We should add a palynologist-paleobotanist to our staff. This would
also be helpful th those geologists interested in paleonology0 Our area
is full of important fossil plants which need to be studied and, in
addition no one can be well trained in botany without at least one
course in paleobotany.
The herbarium should have at least a half-time curator. This could best
be accomplished by freeing the taxonomist from half his teaching load.
We should also have a half-time herbarium preparator. If this were set
up properly it could be filled by a graduate assistantship type of
appointment.
The department needs at least four graduate assistantships.
should be competitive.

Their pay

b. Staff- Our preparator should be increased from a half-time to a
full time position. Half-time positions do not attract worthwhile
people. A good preparator takes much of the drudgery out of teaching.
Increased enrollments in beginning courses make this a necessity.
We should have a greenhouse-botanical garden gardener; needed around
half-time September to May and full time May to September.
Other Thesis a great need for
(a) an adequate supplies budget. The increased cost of all supplies
and additional teaching aid supplies needed cannot be met on our
present budget.
(b) a budget for field trip expenses for (l) classes such as ecology,
systematics, mycology, etc.; (2 ) staff for their field work for classes;
(3) staff and graduate student research.
(c) adequate vehicles for class trips, staff field work for classes and
research and graduate student research.
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(d) we need an insurance set-up for students on class or research
trips.
(e) some control over campus plantings and Mt. Sentinel. Both are
used as outdoor laboratories for classes research. Mt. Sentinel
has been misued badly in the last five years.
(f) The University should make plans to acquire "natural areas" of
different vegetation and ecological habitat types to insure these
areas will be available in the future. Population growth is
destroying most readily available areas used in past years.

*7
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PSPARTMHKT OF CHEMISTRY.
Professor John M. St•wart, Chairman

Curriculum
An experiment in the course content of the freshman chemistry for
non-science majors has apparently worked out very satisfactorily.
Principles and some descriptive inorganic chemistry are given in the
first two quarters and the third quarter is a survey of organic chem
istry. This appears to be a better way of adapting the course to the
needs of forestry and home economics majors who constitute the princi
pal enrollees in the coursa.
It has been necessary to offer quantitative analysis in the winter
and summer quarters in addition to spring to meet the needs of students
majoring in other departments and to keep the number enrolling in the
course in the spring to a manageable figure.
Staff
There have been no changes in the chemistry faculty.
Research
1. Prof. R.E. Juday ha3 been doing research on "Hydronaphthalenes
as Possible Cancer Chemotherapeutic Agents" with financial aid in the
form of a research grant of $4350 from the TJ,3. Public Health Service.
The money has been used; (1) To finance a graduate research asslstantship for Mr. Donald Page through the school year, (2) To pay a summer
salary last summer to a promising undergraduate, Gory DuVall, nerving
as a research assistant, (3) To pay a part-time salary to the some
student through the school year for research assistance, (4) To pay
himself a small summer salary, and (5) To purchase some supplies and
equipment.
Prof. Juday has received a renewal grant for the coming year from
tho U.S. ublic Health Service for an additional *4350 in support of this
research.
2. Prof. R. K. Ostorheld has been directing the research of one
graduate assistant, fir. Mathias Lardy, on "Kinetics of the Reversion
of Trimetaphosphats in Strongly Acid Medium", and of one senior,
Milton Snoeyenbos, on "The System— Silver Orthophosphate-Silver Metaphosphate". He has also carried on aoms research himself on "Mechanism
of Phosphate Aggregation Reactions".
3. Prof. J.M.Stewart has been doing research on "Substituted
Cyclic Sulfides" with financial aid in the form of a grant of $7000
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from the Petroleum Research Fund of the American Chemical Society for
a two year period. This money is being used: (1) To pay a part-time
salary through the school year to a promising undergraduate, Theodore
Tabor, (?.) To pay the same student for full time research assistance
through the coming summer, (3) To pay summer salaries to himself, and
(/*) To purchase needed equipment and supplies,
4. Frof. F. D. Thomas has been carrying on a vary active research
program on his own. He received a grant of £116 from the Montana State
University Research Committee in the fall of I960 to aid in purchase of
needed chemicals and small items of equipment for his work on "Derivatives
of 3-Hydroxy Quinaldine".
Prof, Thomas has recently received notice of a research grant of
$3450 for the period July 1961 to August 19o2 from the Petroleum Re
search Fund of the American Chemical Society for support of work on
"The Fries Rearrangement and Friedel-Crafts Reactions with Naphthalenediols".
5, Prof. W.P. Van Meter received a grant of 86950 from the Office
of Ordinance Research, 1.3. Army, in support of investigations into
"The Preparation and Propertius of Compounds of Boron, Fluorine and
Oxygen". Part of this money has been used to purchase special apparatus
and chemicals. Part will be used to pay u portion of the investigator's
summer salary,
6 . Prof. R.M. Crimes lias been carrying on an active research program
on the "Genetically-Caused Structural Differences between Bovine
Hemoglobins A and B". He received a grant of ‘137 in the fall of I960
from the Montana State University Research Committee to aid in the
purchase of accessory equipment for various types of electrophoresis
apparatus used in his research.
7, The Chemistry Department received a grant of 85000 from the
National Science Foundation in Sept. I960 to assist in purchase of an
infrared spectrophotometer. This grant was made in support of the
research work of all of the individual chemistry staff members.
Publications

Wayne P. VanMeter and George Cady, "The Reactions of Trifluoromethyl Hypofluorite with Sulfur Trioxide and Sulfur Dioxide", Journal
of the American Chemical Society, 32, 6005 (I960),
Professors Grimes, Juday, and Thomas presented research papers at
the annual meeting of the Montana Academy of Sciences in Great Falls,
April 22.

..af-yM'aiataa. Ma.QuUy ’^vTfova
Dr, Lory has undoubtedly the heaviest university committee load
of any university faculty member. This load is much too high for the
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good of the chemistry department end Dr. Lory himself.

In addition, es
faculty athletic repree-ntative he is out of town d total time amounting
to about three weeks out of the thirty v;eelc3 of instructional time
through the year. This, of course, outs --mite an additions'! tecbing
burden on some of the chemistry staff members.
It is requested that Dr. Lory be relieved of a considerable part of
his prascnt, commit tee assignments.
Dr. Osterheld acted as coordinator for the television program on
chemistry of the Continental Classroom. This war broadca.-t via films
over a local station for two inert-rs and credit v«s offered to qualified
listeners who registered for the course.

of the. ffc,ftaho.Academy of Sciences
Dr. Stewart took part in the Visiting Scientist Prograra^in Simms,
Fairfield and Valier High Schools, as well as Loyola High School in

Missoula.
He also continued to serve a- National founoilor for th? Montana

Section of the American Chemical Society an-’ on the Sonmittee on Con
stitution and Bylaws of the American Chemical Society.

Department bonds
1. Additional Graduate Assistants
The department request for ndditioh of one -"ore graduate assistant
to the staff for 1961-62 was not granted. With the steadily increasing
enrollment, in freshman chemistry especially, the most efficient and
economical way to handle the needed, extra quiz and laboratory sections
is by use of graduate assistants. Without this help, we will be forced
to limit enrollment inihe two freshman chemistry courses this next year.
The addition of more graduate assistants to the chemistry 3 taff
would have the additional advantages of building up the graduate program
and .increasing the research productivity of the department,
2. Additional Space
More laboratory space is needed now for research work of stuff
members, graduate students and undergraduates. Expansion of our program
to include more research participation at the undergrnduit* level as
well as the hoped-’or expansion of the graduate program will cause serious
overcrowded conditions.
More laboratory space will be needed soon to handle increased en
rollments in freshman chemistry, organic chemistry and quantitative
analysis courses.
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-4We propose that the space in the basement of the chemistry building
which was taken over by the University Bindery be returned to the
chemistry department and equipped as a research laboratory. If state
funds could not be provided for this purpose, efforts would be made by
the department to secure a grant from the National Science Foundation for
this purpose.
<e would like to ask also whether or not any laboratory space
might be available, at least temporarily, in the new Health Sciences
Building.
3. Laboratory Modifications
The freshman laboratory last fall reached its maximum use limit
in terms of the number of desk kits Available. It will be necessary
to provide more wall drawers (50-100) to permit any increased enrollment
in future freshman chemistry classes.
•4. Part-time Help
Our assistant chemistry storeroom keeper, Mr. William Pope
has more work than one man can adequately handle. We need a half-time
assistant to aid Mr. Pope in the dispersing of chemicals during at
least part of the laboratory sessions.
The deportment has a secretary for two hours a day. This is not
sufficient time to handle all of the work at hand and, as a result, faculty
members do a good share of their own secretarial work.
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